
Southern Region 

Southern Region Report.  

Preparations are underway for the 2015 harvest. Crop estimating has begun in the ISIS Mill 

Area and therefore the cheap part of cane harvesting is behind us. A retired contractor said 

recently that he liked owning a cane harvester from January until the end of April. They look 

impressive standing in the yard and don’t cost much at all. Then May happens and the shine 

went off his machine. The cane loss from current harvesting systems has prompted several 

growers to go it alone in pursuit of better outcomes. I certainly hope that everyone has 

talked to some retired harvesting operators to get a grasp of the shiny impressive factoring 

of harvesting.  

Harvesting losses are significant. Milling Company Field Officers are appealing for correct 

information to help even out the flow of cane to the mill, as this is part of the reduction of 

cane loss. Having to pick up extra bins after the normal days quota can lead to rushing it and 

poor quality cane in the bin. Harvesting Best Practice Manuals are now on the web. We are 

encouraged by S.R.A. staff who prepared these to put a copy on the smoko table and just 

mull it over. The effort by the S.R.A. guys was seen at the Next Gen Conference with 

presentations, discussions and field tours. 

Next Gen was a great thing for me. I was the old bloke sitting down the back of the bus. And 

sometimes I felt old. And all the rest of the time I kept thinking, ‘Gees when I get back to my 

patch I want to try that’, adjusted for age that is. I am so pleased to hear of the ways that 

the Next Gen people are getting on with it. I learn as much from them as I do from the 

academia. Well let’s say different things. I hope I was a bit of good advice for those I shared 

time with. It was a privilege and I will carry an ear trumpet should I make it to the Next Gen 

Conference. 

Soybean and peanuts are doing well, although some rotation pumpkin growers are also 

pretty happy with their results.       

After I received the maps and paper work for preparing the 2015 crop estimate, I realized 

that there is one area of estimation often over looked. Estimating person power available. 

May is my month for Medical checkups and a spell. Not so lucky this time. My blood 

pressure was too high for my Recreational Aviation/ Heavy Vehicle Medical – the two things 

outside of my family and friends that I need most. What to do? I'll spend the time with our 

family Doctor and find a cure, whatever that may be. I know this is a bit away from how 

much rain and YCS worries, but without being a healthy farmer, I won’t have anyone to read 

about the crop, YCS etc., etc. - and I can report that I was not the only farmer at the surgery. 

Flood, drought and finances are a tough job. I want to be able to write reports in the future 

that 100% percent of our farmers are 100% fit for duty. My two bobs worth (showing my 

age) on this you can curl up echidna-style and present a spiky exterior and hope the 

situation has resolved itself when you uncurl or do as Sun Tzu advises in the Art of War keep 

your friends close and your enemies closer. I guess this means nowadays talk to the banks, 

but also talk to your friends about the banks. 



To the call of duty, ACFA Board recently approved the start-up of a Southern Region 

Irrigation Group. I envisage a group of people who together can rework the way of crop 

irrigation - all aspects - from engineering to finance. Some of the systems are older than 

grey Fergys. We will somehow have to do better, affordably. Can you contribute? Online will 

work. Surely we can gain a bit of ground here. 
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